Reading Learning at Home
Thank you for continuing to support your children at home through this challenging time. Here is a ‘learning menu’ with some comprehension and follow up activities
that link to a Storytime with the Shakesbies story.

Zog
Find it questions.

Understand it questions.

What job did Madam Dragon have?

Can you find another word that means “largest”?

Who was the biggest dragon?

What do you think the word “expert means”?

What did the little girl put on Zog when he
crashed into a tree?
What did the Knight take off when he
decided to be a doctor?
Why did the little girl not want to go back
to being a princess?
What did some of the dragons blow?

Making Links
Do you know any other books with dragons in?
Do you know any other books written by Julia
Donaldson?

Think about it questions
Does the blue dragon want to
learn? How do you know?
How do you know that it will
take quite a long time to learn
how to fly?
How do you think the birds
felt when Zog crashed into the
tree?

Sequence it questions
Can you remember all the
things that Zog learnt on
each day and say them to
someone else in the right
order? You could ask an adult
to write the things Zog learnt
down on paper or sticky nots
and you could challenge
yourself to sequence them.

In the story the princess dreams of being someone
else when she grows up – what would you like to be?

Follow up tasks. Writing

Follow up tasks. Creative

Write a book review of the story.
Write a list of the different things that
Zog learnt on each day.
Zog’s super power is flying – what would
your super power be? Draw a picture of
yourself and label it with super powers!
Fill in Zog’s school record using the sheet
on the website.
Practice spelling the days of the week and
saying them in order.

Make a dragon using a plastic or paper cup and some
coloured paper. Add some eyes using things you can find at
home.
Design a dragon egg and then draw the dragon that might
hatch out of it.
Make a home for a dragon in your garden or bedroom. Where
might a dragon like to live? What would it need?
Draw what you might see if you were flying with Zog.
Use the sheet on the website to match the doctors
equipment with the problem.
Cut and stick the things that would go in a doctor’ bag.
Play at being a doctor at home.

